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THE SKY IN MAY. 9:50 P. M. Satellite JI will reappear froUl eclipse in ! cident. or neglect it becomes wpt. Sawdust in boxes 
BY GARRETT P. BERVISS. Jupiter's Rhadow, and about seven minutes later used for dryiLg metal goods after washing is liable 

During this month a splendid opportunity will be SatE'lIite I will pass off the disk, its shadow following to take fire III a fE'w hours. Spreading so that it may 
afforded for seeing the planet Mercury after sunset, an it off at 11:12 P. M. quickly dry is the only safe way of using such ma
opportunity which no one should lose, because Mer- On May 8, at 9:33 P. M., Satellite I will enter upon teriaJ. Empty ice houses have been burned by the 
cury, on account of its proxilllity to the sun, is diffi- the disk, and twenty-tilree minutes later the shadow spontaneous combustion of a heap of damp sawdust 
cult to catch sight of except under very favorable con- of Satellite IV, which will have been crossing the di�k left in ,them. The careless neglect of removing �aw· 
ditions. It will be visil:>le in the west all the month, since late lin the afternoon, will pass off. At about dust from sawmills is a fruitful source of fire. Oil or 
but will be bE'st seen a'bout the middle, when it is at 10:42 P. M. Satellite III will reappear from eclipse, water lllay be in contact with the dust and air finishes 
its greatest distance from the sun. It attains its great- having passed into Jupiter's �hadow soon after seven the work of ignition. 
est E'astern elongation on the 16th, when it will be seen o'clock in the evening. At 10:47 P. M. the shadow of The mystE'rious fires in ships loaded with cotton are 
shining between the horns of Taurus, a few degreE'S Satellite I will enter upon the disk. probably due to E'xcessive moisture reaching the inte
south of the second magnitude star, (3, or El Nath. Ou May 15, at 9:46 P. M., Satellite II will disappear rior of the bales, or possibly to a bale that had been 
With a telescope it will then appear in the form of a behind Jupiter, and nine minutes later Satellite III exposed to rain previous to stowage. The shipment 
half moon. Although Mercury is probably at all times will reappear froUl behind the opposite edge of the of wet bales is a source of dangE'r. Rags in bales on 
an exceedingly hot world on account of its nearness to planet. At 11:08 P. M. Satellite III will disappear shipboard contain the elements of combustion in the 
the sun, yet its orbit is so eccentric that the solar light in Jupiter's shadow. colorin; matter and the grease of cast-off clothing, 
and heat received on its surface vary to an enormous 

I 
In the following list the satellites of Saturn are men- and are in a ready condition for the reaction of the 

extent, being more than twice as great at one time as tioned in the order of their distance from the planet, be· moist air in a ship's hold. They not only heat, but 
at another, and passing from one extreme to the other ginning with the nearest of the five. The times are are in a condition for spontaneous combustion from 
in the short space of six weeks. At the time when ME'r- approximate : Tethys will be at its greatest eastern any excess of moisture. The heat.ing of and occasional 
cury is most conspicuous in the sunset sky, about the elongation on the 12th at 11:15 P. M., on the 14th at fires in largE' heaps of bituminous coal is due to moist
middle of May, it will be passing from pE'rihelion, a 8:30 P. M., on the 29th at 10:56 P. M., and on the 31st ure or exposure to rain. Covering or forced ventila
point reached on the 25th of April, toward aphelion, at 8:15 P. M. Dione will be at its greatest eastern tion is the usual remedy. 
which will be attained on the 8th of June. elongation on the 2d at 9:50 P. M., and on the 13th at Fires originating near steam or hot air pipes have 

While Mercury is on exhibition as an evening star, 8:30 P. M. Rhea will be at its greatest eastern elonga- been attributed to the partial charring of the wood or 
Venus, the typical evening star when it lies eastward tion on the 14th at 8:15 P. M. and on the 23d at 8:50 fibrous dust by the heat, and its absorption of oxygen 
from the sun, will relllain inconspicuous in the morn- P. M. Titan is so easily sepn that it is hardly neces- from the air. Starch is quickly affected by the hE'at 
ing sky, gradually drawing nearer to the sun, behind sary to give its times of elongation. It will be east of of stealll pipes, and paper holding a starchy constitu
which it will pass early in July. At the beginning of the planet on the eVE'ning of the 2d, west of it on the ent is known to become of the texture of punk when 
the month Venus will be in Pisces; at the end in evening of the 10th, and north of it on the eveuing of left in contact with or nE'ar steam pipes, and becollle8 

Taurus. the 14th. Japetus will be near its western elongation, very susceptible to ignition. 
Mars is a Illorning star, moving 810wly in the course the position in which, owing to some peculiarity of its The explosive flash of the impalpable dust of coal, 

of the month from Aquarius iHto Pisces, and at the surfacE', it is best seen, during the first week of the wood, flour and starch, when lodged on the framework 
close of the month it will rise about 1 o'clock in the month. It is just at the elongation point at five of factories and warehouses, is known by sad ex peri-
morning. o'clock on the morning of the 4th of May. ence. It only needs a spark or a lightning stroke for a 

Jupiter, remaininr in Cancer, and slowly drawing • • • • • quick-spreading fire. The electric spark from large 
nearer the" BeehivE''' cluster, will continue to be the Spontaneou8 Combustion. running belts is a dangerous element in dusty mills. 
most brill iant planet in sight throughout the month, BY G, D, HISCOX. The heating of hay and grain when stored in mows 
and, in fact, throughout the early part of summer. Although many of the mysterious fires attributed to in a damp condition is well known, and in a few cases 
Castor and Pollux in the Twins are so near the great, spontaneous combustion may have originated in some has been found to be the direct cause of fire. Proba
planet that its preEence serves to point out those other way, there can be no doubt, from the long record bly many of the mysterious barn burnings are due to 
famons stars to pE'rsons unfamiliar with the cOll8tella- .)f facts, that a large proportion of such fires are really spontaneous combustion. Corn and other grain stored 
tions. Being brighter than any fixed star, Jupiter due to this causE'. in large warehouse bins heats to a degree that requires 
ought to be readily identified, but there is an easy The reduction of fire risks is a most important point cOIJStant aeration by changing its place by conveyors, 
way for those who possess a strong field glass or spy of economy and of vital interest to many llIanufactur- or the injection and expansion of comprE'ssed air. 
glass to make the identification donbly sure. Such ers, or others that make use of any material or stock Heating soon destroys the grain, and, if continued by 
an instrument cannot fail to show one or more of Ju- that is liable to be made combustible by the applica- neglect, it becomes liable to spontaneous combustion. 
piter's moons, and, in fa\'orable circumstances, all of tion of oil of any kind for facilitating its manufac· --........ 44-.... ' .... _-----
the four principal moons. ture. The first care is to guard against the accumu- A Moving Mountain In France. Saturn, in the constellation Libra, risE'S early in the lation of such material or stock while in an oily con-
evening, and by 9 or 10 o'clock is in an excellent posi- dition, in hE'aps or in contact with heating pipes, or A phenomenon which, from its remarkable charac
tion for observation. Being in opposition to the sun, even in iron receptacles, without providing against its t.er, has attracted mucb attention in Europe, recently 

occurred in the department of Gard, FrancE', where it is, roughly speaking, at its nearest point to the earth, accumulation of heat by its absorption of oxygen from 
h T Mount Gouffre. a mass of rock 650 feet in height, sud-and, consequent.ly, most fa"orably situated for tele- t e air. his may be done by spreading such stock so 

scopic study. The earth is not quite so far north of as to secure a cooling effect from an extended air con- denly gave way at its base and began moving toward 
Gardon River, upon the left bank of which it was the plane of the rings as it was at the end of winter, tact and circulation. 

but the change is not sufficient to cause the rings to In the case of oily waste and rags, especially with situated. The movement began on the 15th of Feb-

I ' f h mary. and on the 23d the advanM Had destroyed the appear to the ordinary observer appreciably narrower, painters rags, one 0 t e most dangerous of this class, machinery in the pits of the Grand 'Combe Colliery and, in fact, the whole planet, in all its dim en- when allowed to accumulate, toily sawdust, ot' any 
sions, looks a trifle larger on account of its nearer vegetable or woody fiber used for cleaning machinery and nearly a mile of the Alais Railway, and had de
approach. or the wilJing up of waste oil, the only safety is found flected the course of the Gardon 6� feet. Six hundred 

. . persons were obliged to leave their homes at Grand Uranus is also in LIbra, nearly between the fourth in its immediate immerSIOn m water. 'c . . . . . . . . 0'1 t d hId' f th l b ' t· ombe and a water famme havmg been created It magmtude stars�y and z. Commg IOtO OPPOSItIOn on I y was e an rags 0 mg any 0 e u rICa mg b
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t the 12th, it,should be visible to the naked eye, but, in compounds so much in use in engine rooms and on ecame �ece;sary 
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order to identify it, the observer should watch it with locomotives arE' perhaps the most dangerous materials pump w� �r rom e rIver 0 supp y e m a ltan s 
a field glass, and note its position from night to night to be cared for, but when thrown into out of the way I 
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t ·  t t d t' ll b t . . , " . n tne 2 t e moun am came 0 a s an s I u m relatIOn to small stars near It. For those who may places, they I'eadlly become the orlgmators of mys- . . b l' d b ' h t thO t t f 
" n  . . . . . . ' fi It IS e leve y engmeers t a 18 s a e 0 rest WI WIsh to find It WIth the aId of a star atlas, I gIve ItS terIous res. b b t t d th t th k '11 approximate right ascension and declination for the We have often seen the results of throwing a hand- 't
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. .  . . f . . I S mo IOn cross e ar on an na y a  ut agamst begmnmg, mIddle and end of the month: On May 1, ful of OIly waste rom a locomotIve upon the tIes or h 
' . th t k' th 
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D S 18° 14' M 15' R A . t th t th d 'd h' h t k' fi '  t e mountalll a s Irts e opposIte RI e o  t e rIver. R. A. 15 h. 22 m., ec. . ; on ay , . . m o e grass a e roa 81 e, w IC , a mg re m an Sh Id thO . t t l '  a1 d h h '  t· P h t ou IS occur very lmpor an geo oglc an 15 h. 20 m., Dec. S. 18° 6'; on May 31, R. A. 15 h. 17 m., our or two, as set fire to Ies or grass. er aps no t h' 1 d.'
fi t· '1\ f b d '  D"c. S. 17° 56' . a few wooden railroad bridges have been mysteriously opogra� lCa m� 1 �a IOns WI 0 course e ma e m 

Neptune is in'Taurus and Mercury will be near it at set on fire in this way. Journal drippings in flour mills the regIOn and It WIll become necessru:y to prepa.re 
the middle of May. and saw mills are no doubt the cause of many mill new channels for the Gardon and Gard rIvers. 

The new moon of May occurs on�the afternoon of the fires; started by the accumulation of flour dust or fine 'The cause of the accident is shown by the geological 
structure of the mountain, which consists of grit, green 12th; first quarter on the morning of the 20th; full floating sawdust upon oily surfaces around journal 

lUoon on the afternoon of the 26th, and last quarter (the boxes or where the dripping� fall. Dust of any kind marl, limestone and triassic rocks resting upon a deep 

last of the April moon) on the forenoon of the 4th. The from fiber or wood as found in cotton and jute mills, bed of clay. These different strata dip at eonsider-
. . th 24 d '  th woolen mills and woodworking factories becomes in able of an angle toward the Gardon. The mouutain moon is III perIgee on e th an III apogee on e was therefore influenced by its own weight to follow 8th. this manner a source of danger. 

The moon's monthly calls on the planets strung The increasing use of cotton feed oil, and the fact t?e slope offered it by this inclin�d pl.ane. The 'p0si-
th t ·t t· b t l'ttl k b th . tlOn was unstable and the danger Immment. Ram or along the zodiac will take place as follows : Mars on a I s proper Ies are u 1 e nown y � us�rs, IS; the water of the Gardon must have infiltered and the 7th; Venus OD the 11th; Mercury on the 14th; a new sourcE' of danger, and needs great cautIOn 10 ex· l It d th t t f . bl 1 . . ., f bl f t '  1 accumu a e upon e s ,ra um 0 ImperllJea e c ay, Neptune on the 14th ; Jupiter.on the 18th; Saturn on posmg It to the condItIons avora e or spon aneous I d h . filt t· '11 h d' . t t d t '  b t· an RUC In ra IOns WI ave ISIn egra e cer aln the 25.h; Uranus on the 25th. com us IOn 
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d d th t bl '1 th . kl' points of support of the mountain and led to its slid· A pecnliarity of the starry heavens in the evenings of I e I�JSee an 0 er vege a e �I S, e sprm lll� ing, which was prepared for by the very arrangement the month of May is that then the Galaxy, or Milky of wool, lUte, hemp or othpr fiber WIth cotton seed 011 f th d Th . d b th h'l · t  . . 0 e groun . e nOIse rna e y e mass w 1 e I Way, lies stretched level upon the northE'rn horizon, for the purp ose of manufacture generates heat III was moving is described as having been frightful extending from Seorpio in the southeast around under the mas�, and thus becomes It �ource of danger. Such 
the pole to Monoceros in west. In the city, or in any material should never be allowed to lie in contact 
neighborhood where electric lights are clustered , of with stE'am or other heating pipes or surfaces, or to 
course this phenomenon is practically invisiblE', but it be heaped in large piles. 
should be easily seen on a clear moonless night in the Sawdust should not be used for absorbing waste oil 
open country, unless hidden behind nearby hills. or drippings, unless it be immediately placed beyond 

For the benefit of those using small telescopes I ap- harm by immersion in water or burning in a proper 
pend a few phenomena of Jupiter's satellites, and place. Sand is the safest material for such nse. 
also of those five of Saturn's satellites which telescopes Spontaneous combustion is not confined to oily 
of moderate size may ue expE'f'ted to show. mixtures alone, for watpr plays a most dangerous part 

On May 1. at 7:37 P. M., Satellite I will enter on the when the proper conditions are present. Sawdust as 
eilge of thp uisk of Jupiter, and at 8:52 P. M. its I packing in barrE'ls and boxes becomes a mG�t danger
shadow will follow it upon the disk. A little before ous element of spontaneous combustion when by 00-
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THE GINGERBREAD TREE.-The Hyphoone the
haica, a species of palm 25 or 30 feet in height, 
growing in Egypt, Abyssinia, Nubia, and Arabia, pro
duces its fruits in long clusters, each of which contains 
from one to two hundred. These fruits are of an ir
regular form, of a rich yellowish brown color, and are 
beautifully polished. In uppE'r Egypt they form part 
of the food of the poorer classes of in habitants, the 
part eaten being the fibrons, mealy husk, which ta�tes 
almost exactly like gingerbread. whence the popular 
name of gingerbread tree in Egypt. 



... Great Ger.nan 'relescope. 

The Berlin Industrial Exhibition opens May 1, 1896, 
and in connection with it tbe Astronomical Observa
tory of Grunewald will be transferred to Treptow near 
Berlin. One of tbe features of tbe exhibition will 
be pbotograpbs of old instruments, models of tele
scopes, reproductions of astronomical drawings and 
kindred subjects. As the largest refractor hitherto 
erected in Germany has only been one of '18 inches 
aperture. it is gratifying to note that one is now being 
constructed taving an aperture of 28 inches. 

The mounting is so arranged as to receive two objec
tives, of which one is designed for direct visual, the 
otber for spectroscopic and photographic observations. 
For this reason the latter will be a double objecti ve 
of short focal lengt.h, 20 to 23 feet, and large aper
ture, 43Ya inches, which for the present will be exhibit
ed in an unfinished condition, as the means for the 
purchase and polishing of tbe enormous lenses, which 
b ave been very successfully cast by Dr. Schott, can 
only be raised during the exbibition. The rough 
diSKS of glass for the lenses of tbe telescope have been 
furnished by Dr. Schott and Genossen of Jena, while 
the polishing has been executed by Messrs. C. A. 
Steiuheil of Munich. The mounting of the instru
mellt was intrusted to the Berlin Maschinenbau 
Anstalt C. Hoppe, "who was assisted " by the firm of 
G. Meissner, B'lrlin, in the execution of the minute 
mechanical portions. The other objective, on the con
trary, is completed, and has an aperture of 27�' inches 
and a focal length of 68 feet. 

Instead of the usual dowe, the telescope is provided 
with a cylindrical protective envelope, which together 
with the tube is mounted on a rigid box, which can 
be rotated round the declination axis. The polar 
axis is placed in the interior of the pier; attached 
thereto. and thf'refore revolving round it, is a kind of 
bell, which incloses the observer's seat; the above men
tioned box revolves with the bell round the polar axis. 
The observer sits in the prolongation of the polar axis, 
in such a manner that his head is in the turning point 
of tbe whole telescope, so that he can easily follow its 
movements by slightly turning his head. The coun· 
terpoises for the tube extend at either end of the box; 
besides whicb there is attached a second bell, wbich 
serves to relieve the polar axis, and for this purpose 
runs on two antifriction roUers fixed to the pier. 

... . ... 
AN IMPROVED SORTING MACHINE. 

The illustration represents a machine adapted to 
sort into different sizes not only potatoes and otl!er 
vegetables and fruit, but a great \'ariety of different 
substances, the size, strength and other details of the 
macbine being varied accordingly. A patent was re
cently granted for the improvement to C. G. Puulson, 
Jr., deceased. of Linwood, Pa., of whose estate C. G. 
Poulson, Sr .• is administrator. W ithin the box body 
of the machine is an ;inclined screening or separating 
table, 1II0unted to have end motion, the table consist
ing of slats or bars, (whicb are diamond·shaped in 

POULSON'S POTATO SORTING MACHINE, 

cross section. and wider apart at the tail than at the 
head of the table. Beneath the tahle are hoppers 
adapted to receive the different sized material passed 
through the bars at the narrower and wider spaces. 
The sorting table swings freely on hangers and is 
moved by turning a crank, on the shaft of which are 
cams, the table being moved against spiral springs 
which force the table against a buffer four times for 
each revolution of the crank shaft. Material shoveled 
into the machine at the top, as shown in the illustra-

'tientifit �merital. 
tion, feeds automatically to the proper sized openings 
between the slats, when it instantly drops into the 
spouts, to be conveyed into bags or baskets, or auy 
desired receptacle. 

• • • 
A SAFETY HAT FOR MINERS. 

A hat designed to withstand blows of falling ma
terial, such as pieces of coal. rock, etc., and which is 
thorou'l"hly ventilated alld fits easily on the head of 
the wearer, is shown in the accompanying illustration, 
and has been patented by James McNamara and 
Frederick W. Peppler, of Calumet, Mich. The shell 
and brim of the hat are formed of a single piece of 
sheet metal, and inside the shell is a lining or inner 

PEPPLER &: McNAMARA'S MINER'S SAFETY HAT. 

sheIl of suitable textile material, to the edge of which 
is attached a leather head band. The inner shell and 
band are somewhat smaller than the exterior shell, and 
air holes provine for a circulation of air. The band 
and inner shell are secnred to the outer shell by a 
series of spring clips, the spring of which allows the 
band or lining to conform to the head. On the front 
of the hat is a socket plate to receive the hanger of a 
miner's lamp. The hat is very durahle, is waterproof, 
will not absorb �rease from candles or oil, and the lin
ing may at any time be taken out without ripping or 
tearing it. 

is sold without restraint and is in universal use, is 
more dangerous on that account, and is, indeed; fre
quently employed with suicidal intent and with fatal 
effects. In France, Germany, and Italy Eublim!lte has 
nearly superseded all other disinfectants and its neg
lect in this country is inexplicable. As to carpet�, cur· 
tains, bedding", and clothing, all that is capable of being
washed should be plunged in a copper of boiling water 
for a quarter of an hour and such articles as would be 
spoiled by this treatment should be disinfected by 
steam. 

• 1".' • 

How 10 Find Negatives. 

Much time is lost and patience expended in what is 
very often a futile search for sOlle particular negative. 
Perhaps an hour, or even more, is wasted by hunting 
through two or three hundred of one's photographic 
successes and failures. 'ro obviate this expenditure of 
time, we would like to suggest a method of indexing 
that the writer has fouUll very useful. 

The pecuniary outlay for the necessary materials is 
trifling, and is covered by a few pence. Two note 
books, indexed, are all that one requires. The one 
contains a numerical, the other an alphabetical, in
dex. 

Empty plate boxes are used for storage purposes. 
Every box should have a gummed label affixed upon 
the side of the box, f'ach label bearing its own distinct· 
ive nUl;nber. Plate boxes when fill�d Ulay be kept 
ranged on a shelf like so many books. A system of 
double indexing is used. 

The numhers 1, 2, 3, etc. , refer to t he boxes; under 
the alpbabetical headings are found the titles or sub
jects of the various pictures. A concrete example will 
perhaps make my explanation more lucid. 

One wishes to find a negative expoEoed, let us say, in 
Guernsey. Reference to the letter G in the alphabet.i
cal index shows one that Mail-boat Approaching 
Guernsey 6:30 A. M. is stored in box 12. By adopting 
this method much time and temper is saved.-The 
British Journal Almanac. 

. ' . ' . 

A DURABLE AND EFFICIENT WINDMILL. 

The illustration represents a windmill of substantial 
const.ruction, with thoroughly bralled and:rigid fans or 

• •• • blades, and powerful gear mechanism for transmitting 
PracUeal Disinfection of Rooms. power from the wind wheel to a shaft from which the 

The frequency with which second and third cases of power may be taken. The improvement has been 
scarlet fever appear in hou�es that have been disin-' patented by W. McD. Rowan, of Garden City, Kansas. 
fected by the inspectors of sanitary authoritips, says Secnred to the timbers of the tower is a platform sup
the Lancet, causes grave doubts as to the efficiency porting- a hollow post having an annular flange sup
of the procedure usually adopted, d espite its official porting the main gear wheel, whose hub fits over the 
sanrtion. Stripping the walls, lime washing walls and flange and rests on ball bearings. This gear wheel has 
ceilings, and �crubbing woodwork and floor boards vertical and beveled teeth, the latter E'ngaging a bevel 
with soap and water are indeed effectual enough. and pinion on the horizontal shaft carrying the wind wheel, 
to these when thoroughly done we are dbposed to the bearing of this shaft being secured to the upper 
ascribe any successful results rather than to the more end of a vertical hollow shaft projecting. down through 
technical process of so-called disinfection by sulphur 
fumes. which is little better than a superstitious rite 
or incantation shorn of the religious character it had 
in the mind of Ulysses when he .. fu mi�ated " the halls 
desecrated by the massacre of his wife's suitors after 
removing the corpses and washing away the blood 
with a promptnf'ss that precl uded all thought of other 
than moral pollution. But in the light of bacteriologi
cal experiments dry sulphurous acid fUUles, whether 
generated by burning sulphur or Ilarbonic sulphide. 
or, as has of late become the fa.shion, by opening cylin
ders of t.he compressed ga�, are for all practical pur
poses useless. The gas would act as a fairly powerful 
germicide on articles or fabrics previously satuJOated 
with water. but its bleaching action precludes its elll
ployment in this way with colored materials, carpets, 
or curtains, and it is as what is caller) an "aerial dis· 
infectant" that it holds its ground in popular esteem. 
But ael"ial disinfection is an Ithsurdity; no one wants 
to purify the foul air, which is easily enough removed 
by simple ventilation. In disinfecting a room the true 
aim is to kill the gerllls contained in the dust on ledges 
or in the crevices he tween the boltrds, or adhering to 
the walls and other surfaces, and the dry gas is power
less for this, which is best B,ttained by a sublimate 
solution of the strength (If 1 part in 1.000, or by lilDe 
(not white) washing, provided tbe lime be fresh burnt 
and caustic; the carbonate or 'chalk used in white
washing under the name of whiting, and into which 
lime is converteci by long exposure to the air, being 
inert. The series of experiments on the infection and 
disinfection by various means of wall papers, distem
pers, and other wall surfaces conducted by Dr. Cron-
berg, under the direction of the late Prof. Uffelmann, ROWAN'S WINDMILL. 

at Rostock, �howed that subsequent scrapings were 
invariably and almost instantaneously sterilized by the hollow post. A curved brace extpods from this 

washing or spraying with the sublimate solution, and bearing to the bearing of the hinged tail or vane, which 

equally so by lime wash after the lapse of Twelve to may be moved to throw the wheel out of the wind by 

twenty-four hours. The danger of corrosive sublimate means of a cord or cable passing over suitable guide 

is. we believe, exaggerated, for the smallest fatal dose pulleys and down through the tower. The vertical 

for an adult being probably three to five grains-equal teeth on the main gf'ar wheel mf'sh with a gear wheel 

to at least a quarter of a pint of the solution-acciden- on the npper end of a vertical shaft which has at its 

tal poisoning with the solution is practically not prob- lower end a bevel gf'al' meshing with a similar gear on 

able, and ':loS a further safeguard it might be colored a horizontal shaft carrying a pulley frolll which power 

with indigo or "laundry blue." Carbolic acid, which may be taken in the usual way. 
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